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Power

and

Administration

By NORTONE. LONG
Professor of Political Science
Western Reserve University

I
T HERE is no more forlorn spectacle in the
administrative world than an agency
and a program possessed of statutory
life, armed with executive orders, sustained in
the courts, yet stricken with paralysis and deprived of power. An object of contempt to its
enemies and of despair to its friends.
The lifeblood of administration is power.
Its attainment, maintenance, increase, dissipation, and loss are subjects the practitioner
and student can ill afford to neglect. Loss of
realism and failure are almost certain consequences. This is not to deny that important
parts of public administration are so deeply
entrenched in the habits of the community, so
firmly supported by the public, or so clearly
necessary as to be able to take their power
base for granted and concentrate on the
purely professional side of their problems.
But even these islands of the blessed are not
immune from the plague of politics, as witness the fate of the hapless Bureau of Labor
Statistics and the perennial menace of the
blind 5 per cent across-the-board budget cut.
Perhaps Carlyle's aphorism holds here, "The
healthy know not of their health but only the
sick." To stay healthy one needs to recognize
that health is a fruit, not a birthright. Power
is only one of the considerations that must be
weighed in administration, but of all it is the
most overlooked in theory and the most dangerous to overlook in practice.
The power resources of an administrator or
an agency are not disclosed by a legal search
of titles and court decisions or by examining
appropriations or budgetary allotments. Legal
authority and a treasury balance are necessary
but politically insufficient bases of administration. Administrative rationality requires a
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critical evaluation of the whole range of complex and shifting forces on whose support, acquiescence, or temporary impotence the power
to act depends.
Analysis of the sources from which power
is derived and the limitations they impose is
as much a dictate of prudent administration
as sound budgetary procedure. The bankruptcy that comes from an unbalanced power
budget has consequences far more disastrous
than the necessity of seeking a deficiency appropriation. The budgeting of power is a
basic subject matter of a realistic science of
administration.
It may be urged that for all but the top
hierarchy of the administrative structure the
question of power is irrelevant. Legislative
authority and administrative orders suffice.
Power adequate to the function to be performed flows down the chain of command.
Neither statute nor executive order, however,
confers more than legal authority to act.
Whether Congress or President can impart the
substance of power as well as the form depends
upon the line-up of forces in the particular
case. A price control law wrung from a reluctant Congress by an amorphous and unstable
combination of consumer and labor groups is
formally the same as a law enacting a support
price program for agriculture backed by the
disciplined organizations of farmers and their
congressmen. The differences for the scope and
effectiveness of administration are obvious.
The Presidency, like Congress, responds to
and translates the pressures that play upon it.
The real mandate contained in an Executive
order varies with the political strength of the
group demand embodied in it, and in the context of other group demands.
Both Congress and President do focus the
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general political energies of the community
and so are considerably more than mere means
for transmitting organized pressures. Yet
power is not concentrated by the structure
of government or politics into the hands of a
leadership with a capacity to budget it among
a diverse set of administrative activities. A
picture of the Presidency as a reservoir of authority from which the lower echelons of administration draw life and vigor is an idealized distortion of reality.
A similar criticism applies to any like claim
for an agency head in his agency. Only in varying degrees can the powers of subordinate officials be explained as resulting from the chain
of command. Rarely is such an explanation a satisfactory account of the sources of
power.
To deny that power is derived exclusively
from superiors in the hierarchy is to assert that
subordinates stand in a feudal relation in
which to a degree they fend for themselves and
acquire support peculiarly their own. A structure of interests friendly or hostile, vague
and general or compact and well-defined,
encloses each significant center of administrative discretion. This structure is an important determinant of the scope of possible
action. As a source of power and authority
it is a competitor of the formal hierarchy.
Not only does political power flow in from
the sides of an organization, as it were; it also
flows up the organization to the center from
the constituent parts. When the staff of the
Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion
advised a hard-pressed agency to go out and
get itself some popular support so that the
President could afford to support it, their action reflected the realities of power rather
than political cynicism.
It is clear that the American system of politics does not generate enough power at any
focal point of leadership to provide the conditions for an even partially successful divorce of politics from administration. Subordinates cannot depend on the formal chain of
command to deliver enough political power to
permit them to do their jobs. Accordingly they
must supplement the resources available
through the hierarchy with those they can
muster on their own, or accept the conse-
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quences in frustration-a course itself not without danger. Administrative rationality demands that objectives be determined and
sights set in conformity with a realistic appraisal of power position and potential.
II
THE theory of administration has neglected
the problem of the sources and adequacy of
power, in all probability because of a distaste
for the disorderliness of American political
life and a belief that this disorderliness is
transitory. An idealized picture of the British
parliamentary system as a Platonic form to be
realized or approximated has exerted a baneful fascination in the field. The majority
party with a mandate at the polls and a
firmly seated leadership in the Cabinet seems
to solve adequately the problem of the supply of power necessary to permit administration to concentrate on the fulfillment of accepted objectives. It is a commonplace that
the American party system provides neither a
mandate for a platform nor a mandate for a
leadership.
Accordingly, the election over, its political
meaning must be explored by the diverse
leaders in the executive and legislative
branches. Since the parties have failed to discuss issues, mobilize majorities in their terms,
and create a working political consensus on
measures to be carried out, the task is left for
others-most prominently the agencies concerned. Legislation passed and powers granted
are frequently politically premature. Thus the
Council of Economic Advisers was given legislative birth before political acceptance of its
functions existed. The agencies to which tasks
are assigned must devote themselves to the creation of an adequate consensus to permit administration. The mandate that the parties
do not supply must be attained through public relations and the mobilization of group
support. Pendleton Herring and others have
shown just how vital this support is for agency
action.
The theory that agencies should confine
themselves to communicating policy suggestions to executive and legislature, and refrain
from appealing to their clientele and the public, neglects the failure of the parties to provide either a clear-cut decision as to what they
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should do or an adequately mobilized political support for a course of action. The bureaucracy under the American political system has a large share of responsibility for the
public promotion of policy and even more in
organizing the political basis for its survival
and growth. It is generally recognized that
the agencies have a special competence in the
technical aspects of their fields which of necessity gives them a rightful policy initiative.
In addition, they have or develop a shrewd
understanding of the politically feasible in
the group structure within which they work.
Above all, in the eyes of their supporters and
their enemies they represent the institutionalized embodiment of policy, an enduring organization actually or potentially capable of
mobilizing power behind policy. The survival
interests and creative drives of administrative
organizations combine with clientele pressures to compel such mobilization. The party
system provides no enduring institutional
representation for group interest at all comparable to that of the bureaus of the Department of Agriculture. Even the subject matter
committees of Congress function in the
shadow of agency permanency.
The bureaucracy is recognized by all interested groups as a major channel of representation to such an extent that Congress rightly
feels the competition of a rival. The weakness
in party structure both permits and makes
necessary the present dimensions of the political activities of the administrative branchpermits because it fails to protect administration from pressures and fails to provide adequate direction and support, makes necessary
because it fails to develop a consensus on a
leadership and a program that makes possible
administration on the basis of accepted decisional premises.
Agencies and bureaus more or less perforce
are in the business of building, maintaining,
and increasing their political support. They
lead and in large part are led by the diverse
groups whose influence sustains them. Frequently they lead and are themselves led in
conflicting directions. This is not due to a
dull-witted incapacity to see the contradictions in their behavior but is an almost inevitable result of the contradictory nature of
their support.
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Herbert Simon has shown that administrative rationality depends on the establishment
of uniform value premises in the decisional
centers of organization. Unfortunately, the
value premises of those forming vital elements of political support are often far from
uniform. These elements are in Barnard's
and Simon's sense "customers" of the organization and therefore parts of the organization
whose wishes are clothed with a very real authority. A major and most time-consuming
aspect of administration consists of the wide
range of activities designed to secure enough
"customer" acceptance to survive and, if fortunate, develop a consensus adequate to program formulation and execution.
To varying degrees, dependent on the
breadth of acceptance of their programs, officials at every level of significant discretion
must make their estimates of the situation,
take stock of their resources, and plan accordingly. A keen appreciation of the real
components of their organization is the beginning of wisdom. These components will be
found to stretch far beyond the government
payroll. Within the government they will encompass Congress, congressmen, committees,
courts, other agencies, presidential advisers,
and the President. The Aristotelian analysis
of constitutions is equally applicable and
equally necessary to an understanding of administrative organization.
The broad alliance of conflicting groups
that makes up presidential majorities scarcely
coheres about any definite pattern of objectives, nor has it by the alchemy of the party
system had its collective power concentrated
in an accepted leadership with a personal
mandate. The conciliation and maintenance
of this support is a necessary condition of
the attainment and retention of office involving, as Madison so well saw, "the spirit of
party and faction in the necessary and ordinary operations of government." The President must in large part be, if not all things
to all men, at least many things to many men.
As a consequence, the contradictions in his
power base invade administration. The often
criticized apparent cross-purposes of the Roosevelt regime cannot be put down to inept administration until the political facts are
weighed. Were these apparently self-defeating
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measures reasonably related to the general
maintenance of the composite majority of the
Administration? The first objective-ultimate
patriotism apart-of the administrator is the
attainment and retention of the power on
which his tenure of office depends. This is the
necessary pre-condition for the accomplishment of all other objectives.
The same ambiguities that arouse the scorn
of the naive in the electoral campaigns of the
parties are equally inevitable in administration and for the same reasons. Victory at the
polls does not yield either a clear-cut grant of
power or a unified majority support for a
coherent program. The task of the Presidency
lies in feeling out the alternatives of policy
which are consistent with the retention and
increase of the group support on which the
Administration rests. The lack of a budgetary
theory (so frequently deplored) is not due to
any incapacity to apply rational analysis to
the comparative contribution of the various
activities of government to a determinate
hierarchy of purposes. It more probably stems
from a fastidious distaste for the frank recognition of the budget as a politically expedient
allocation of resources. Appraisal in terms of
their political contribution to the Administration provides almost a sole common denominator between the Forest Service and the Bureau of Engraving.
Integration of the administrative structure
through an over-all purpose in terms of which
tasks and priorities can be established is an
emergency phenomenon. Its realization, only
partial at best, has been limited to war and
the extremity of depression. Even in wartime
the Farm Bureau Federation, the American
Federation of Labor, the Congress of Industrial
Organizations, the National Association of
Manufacturers, the Chamber of Commerce,
and a host of lesser interests resisted coordination of themselves and the agencies concerned with their interests. A Presidency temporarily empowered by intense mass popular
support acting in behalf of a generally accepted and simplified purpose can, with great
difficulty, bribe, cajole, and coerce a real
measure of joint action. The long-drawn-out
battle for conversion and the debacle of orderly reconversion underline the difficulty of
attaining, and the transitory nature of, popu-
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larly based emergency power. Only in crises
are the powers of the Executive nearly adequate to impose a common plan of action on
the executive branch, let alone the economy.
In ordinary times the manifold pressures
of our pluralistic society work themselves out
in accordance with the balance of forces prevailing in Congress and the agencies. Only to
a limited degree is the process subject to responsible direction or review by President or
party leadership.
The program of the President cannot be a
Gosplan for the government precisely because
the nature of his institutional and group support gives him insufficient power. The personal unity of the Presidency cannot perform
the function of Hobbes' sovereign since his
office lacks the authority of Hobbes' contract.
Single headedness in the executive gives no
assurance of singleness of purpose. It only insures that the significant pressures in a society
will be brought to bear on one office. Monarchy solves the problem of giving one plan
to a multitude only when the plenitude of its
authority approaches dictatorship. Impatient
social theorists in all ages have turned to the
philosopher king as a substitute for consensus.
Whatever else he may become, it is difficult to
conceive of the American president ruling as
a philosopher king, even with the advice of
the Executive Office. The monarchical solution to the administrative problems posed by
the lack of a disciplined party system capable
of giving firm leadership and a program to
the legislature is a modern variant of the
dreams of the eighteenth century savants and
well nigh equally divorced from a realistic appraisal of social realities.
Much of administrative thought, when it
does not assume the value of coordination for
coordination's sake, operates on the assumption that there must be something akin to
Rousseau's volonte generale in administration
to which the errant volonte de tous of the bureaus can and should be made to conform.
This will-o'-the-wisp was made the object of
an illuminating search by Pendleton Herring
in his Public Administration and the Public
Interest. The answer for Rousseau was enlightened dictatorship or counting the votes.
The administrative equivalent to the latter is
the resultant of the relevant pressures, as Her-
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ring shows. The first alternative seems to require at least the potency of the British Labour party and elsewhere has needed the disciplined organization of a fascist, nazi, or
communist party to provide the power and
consensus necessary to coordinate the manifold activities of government to a common
plan.
Dictatorship, as Sigmund Neumann has observed, is a substitute for institutions which is
required to fill the vacuum when traditional
institutions break down. Force supplies the
compulsion and guide to action in place of
the normal routines of unconscious habit. Administrative organizations, however much they
may appear the creations of art, are institutions produced in history and woven in the
web of social relationships that gives them life
and being. They present the same refractory
material to the hand of the political artist as
the rest of society of which they form a part.
Just as the economists have attempted to
escape the complexities of institutional reality
by taking refuge in the frictionless realm of
theory, so some students of administration,
following their lead, have seen in the application of the doctrine of opportunity costs a
clue to a science of administration. Valuable
as this may be in a restricted way, Marx has
more light to throw on the study of institutions. It is in the dynamics and interrelations
of institutions that we have most hope of describing and therefore learning to control administrative behavior.
III
of
difficulty
coordinating government
agencies lies not only in the fact that bureaucratic organizations are institutions having
survival interests which may conflict with
their rational adaptation to over-all purpose,
but even more in their having roots in society. Coordination of the varied activities of
a modern government almost of necessity involves a substantial degree of coordination of
the economy. Coordination of government
agencies involves far more than changing the
behavior and offices of officials in Washington
and the field. It involves the publics that are
implicated in their normal functioning. To
coordinate fiscal policy, agricultural policy,
labor policy, foreign policy, and military polHE
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icy, to name a few major areas, moves beyond
the range of government charts and the habitat of the bureaucrats to the market place and
to where the people live and work. This suggests that the reason why government reorganization is so difficult is that far more than
government in the formal sense is involved in
reorganization. One could overlook this in
the limited government of the nineteenth century but the multi-billion dollar government
of the mid-twentieth permits no facile dichotomy between government and economy. Economy and efficiency are the two objectives a
laissez faire society can prescribe in peacetime as over-all government objectives. Their
inadequacy either as motivation or standards
has long been obvious. A planned economy
clearly requires a planned government. But, if
one can afford an unplanned economy, apart
from gross extravagance, there seems no compelling and therefore, perhaps, no sufficiently
powerful reason for a planned government.
Basic to the problem of administrative rationality is that of organizational identification and point of view. To whom is one
loyal-unit, section, branch, division, bureau,
government,
administration,
department,
country, people, world history, or what? Administrative analysis frequently assumes that
organizational identification should occur in
such a way as to merge primary organization
loyalty in a larger synthesis. The good of the
part is to give way to the reasoned good of the
whole. This is most frequently illustrated in
the rationalizations used to counter self-centered demands of primary groups for funds
and personnel. Actually the competition between governmental power centers, rather
than the rationalizations, is the effective instrument of coordination.
Where there is a clear common product on
whose successful production the sub-groups
depend for the attainment of their own satisfaction, it is possible to demonstrate to almost
all participants the desirability of cooperation.
The shoe factory produces shoes, or else, for all
concerned. But the government as a whole and
many of its component parts have no such
identifiable common product on which all depend. Like the proverbial Heinz, there are
fifty-seven or more varieties unified, if at all,
by a common political profit and loss account.
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Administration is faced by somewhat the
same dilemma as economics. There are propositions about the behavior patterns conducive
to full employment-welfare economics. On the
other hand, there are propositions about the
economics of the individual firm-the counsel
of the business schools. It is possible to show
with considerable persuasiveness that sound
considerations for the individual firm may
lead to a depression if generally adopted, a
result desired by none of the participants.
However, no single firm can afford by itself to
adopt the course of collective wisdom; in the
absence of a common power capable of enforcing decisions premised on the supremacy of
the collective interest, sauve qui peut is common sense.
The position of administrative organizations is not unlike the position of particular
firms. Just as the decisions of the firms could
be coordinated by the imposition of a planned
economy so could those of the component parts
of the government. But just as it is possible to
operate a formally unplanned economy by the
loose coordination of the market, in the same
fashion it is possible to operate a government
by the loose coordination of the play of political forces through its institutions.
The unseen hand of Adam Smith may be
little in evidence in either case. One need not
believe in a doctrine of social or administrative harmony to believe that formal centralized
planning-while
perhaps desirable and in
some cases necessary-is not a must. The complicated logistics of supplying the city of New
York runs smoothly down the grooves of millions of well adapted habits projected from a
distant past. It seems naive on the one hand
to believe in the possibility of a vast, intricate,
and delicate economy operating with a minimum of formal over-all direction, and on the
other to doubt that a relatively simple mechanism such as the government can be controlled largely by the same play of forces.
Doubtless the real reasons for seeking coordination in the government are the same
that prompt a desire for economic planning.
In fact, apart from waging war with its demand for rapid change, economic planning
would seem to be the only objective sufficiently
compelling and extensive to require a drastic
change in our system of political laissez faire.
Harold Smith, testifying before the Senate
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Banking and Currency Committee on the Employment Act of 1946, showed how extensive
a range of hitherto unrelated activities could
be brought to bear on a common purpose-the
maintenance of maximum employment and
purchasing power. In the flush of the war experience and with prophecies of reconversion
unemployment, a reluctant Congress passed a
pious declaration of policy. Senator Flanders
has recorded the meager showing to date.
Nevertheless, war and depression apart, the
Employment Ait of 1946 for the first time provides an inclusive common purpose in terms
of which administrative activities can be evaluated and integrated. While still deficient in
depth and content, it provides at least a partial basis for the rational budgeting of government activities. The older concept of economy and efficiency as autonomous standards
still lingers in Congress, but elsewhere their
validity as ends in themselves is treated with
skepticism.
If the advent of Keynesian economics and
the erosion of laissez faire have created the
intellectual conditions requisite for the formulation of over-all government policy, they
do not by any means guarantee the political
conditions necessary for its implementation.
We can see quite clearly that the development
of an integrated administration requires an
integrating purpose. The ideals of Locke,
Smith, Spencer, and their American disciples
deny the need for such a purpose save for economy and efficiency's sake. Marx, Keynes, and
their followers by denying the validity of the
self-regulating economy have endowed the
state with an over-arching responsibility in
terms of which broad coordination of activities
is not only intellectually possible but theoretically, at least, necessary. Intellectual perception of the need for this coordination, however, has run well ahead of the public's perception of it and of the development of a
political channeling of power adequate to its
administrative implementation.
Most students of administration are planners of some sort. Most congressmen would fly
the label like the plague. Most bureaucrats,
whatever their private faith, live under two
jealous gods, their particular clientele and the
loyalty check. Such a condition might, if it
exists as described, cast doubt on whether even
the intellectual conditions for rational admin-
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istrative coordination exist. Be that as it may,
the transition from a government organized
in clientele departments and bureaus, each
responding to the massive feudal power of organized business, organized agriculture, and
organized labor, to a government integrated
about a paramount national purpose will require a political power at least as great as that
which tamed the earlier feudalism. It takes a
sharp eye or a tinted glass to see such an organized power on the American scene. Without it, administrative organization for over-all
coordination has the academic air of South
American constitution making. One is reminded of the remark attributed to the Austrian economist Mises; on being told that the
facts did not agree with his theory, he replied
"desto schlechter fiir die Tatsache."
IV

IT

highly appropriate to consider how administrators should behave to meet the test
of efficiency in a planned polity; but in the
absence of such a polity and while, if we like,
struggling to get it, a realistic science of administration will teach administrative behavior appropriate to the existing political system.
A close examination of the presidential system may well bring one to conclude that administrative rationality in it is a different matter from that applicable to the British ideal.
The American Presidency is an office that has
significant monarchical characteristics despite
its limited term and elective nature. The literature on court and palace has many an insight applicable to the White House. Access
to the President, reigning favorites, even the
court jester, are topics that show the continuity of institutions. The maxims of LaRochefoucauld and the memoirs of the Duc de Saint
Simon have a refreshing realism for the operator on the Potomac.
The problem of rival factions in the President's family is as old as the famous struggle
between Jefferson and Hamilton, as fresh and
modern as the latest cabal against John Snyder.
Experience seems to show that this personal
and factional struggle for the President's favor
is a vital part of the process of representation.
The vanity, personal ambition, or patriotism
of the contestants soon clothes itself in the
generalities of principle and the clique aligns
itself with groups beyond the capital. SuborIS
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dinate rivalry is tolerated if not encouraged
by so many able executives that it can scarcely
be attributed to administrative ineptitude.
The wrangling tests opinion, uncovers information that would otherwise never rise to the
top, and provides effective opportunity for
decision rather than mere ratification of prearranged plans. Like most judges, the Executive needs to hear argument for his own instruction. The alternatives presented by subordinates in large part determine the freedom
and the creative opportunity of their superiors.
The danger of becoming a Merovingian is a
powerful incentive to the maintenance of fluidity in the structure of power.
The fixed character of presidential tenure
makes it necessary that subordinates be politically expendable. The President's men must
be willing to accept the blame for failures not
their own. Machiavelli's teaching on how
princes must keep the faith bears re-reading.
Collective responsibility is incompatible with
a fixed term of office. As it tests the currents of
public opinion, the situation on the Hill, and
the varying strength of the organized pressures, the White House alters and adapts the
complexion of the Administration. Loyalties
to programs or to groups and personal pride
and interest frequently conflict with wholesouled devotion to the Presidency. In fact, since
such devotion is not made mandatory by custom, institutions, or the facts of power, the
problem is perpetually perplexing to those
who must choose.
The balance of power between executive
and legislature is constantly subject to the
shifts of public and group support. The latent
tendency of the American Congress is to follow the age-old parliamentary precedents and
to try to reduce the President to the role of
constitutional monarch. Against this threat
and to secure his own initiative, the President's
resources are primarily demagogic, with the
weaknesses and strengths that dependence on
mass popular appeal implies. The unanswered
question of American government-"who is
boss?"-constantly plagues administration. The
disruption of unity of command is not just the
problem of Taylor's functional foreman, but
goes to the stability and uniformity of basic
decisional premises essential to consequent administration.
It is .interesting to speculate on the conse-
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quences for administration of the full development of congressional or presidential government. A leadership in Congress that could
control the timetable of the House and Senate
would scarcely content itself short of reducing
the President's Cabinet to what in all probability it was first intended to be, a modified
version of the present Swiss executive. Such
leadership could scarcely arise without centrally organized, disciplined, national parties
far different from our present shambling alliances of state and local machines.
A Presidency backed by a disciplined party
controlling a majority in Congress would
probably assimilate itself to a premiership by
association of legislative leadership in the
formulation of policy and administration. In
either line of development the crucial matter
is party organization. For the spirit of the
party system determines the character of the
government.
That the American party system will develop toward the British ideal is by no means
a foregone conclusion. The present oscillation
between a strong demagogic Presidency and a
defensively powerful congressional oligarchy
may well prove a continuing pattern of American politics, as it was of Roman. In the absence of a party system providing an institutionalized centripetal force in our affairs, it is
natural to look to the Presidency as Goldsmith's weary traveler looked to the throne.
The Presidency of the United States, however, is no such throne as the pre-World War I
Kaiserreich that provided the moral and political basis for the Prussian bureaucracy. Lacking
neutrality and mystique, it does not even perform the function of the British monarchy in
providing a psychological foundation for the
permanent civil service. A leaderless and irresponsible Congress frequently makes it appear the strong point of the republic. The
Bonapartist experience in France, the Weimar
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Republic, and South American examples
nearer home, despite important social differences, are relevant to any thoughtful consideration of building a solution to legislative anarchy on the unity of the executive.
The present course of American party development gives little ground for optimism
that a responsible two party system capable
of uniting Congress and Executive in a coherent program will emerge. The increasingly
critical importance of the federal budget for
the national economy and the inevitable impact of world power status on the conduct of
foreign affairs make inescapable the problem
of stable leadership in the American system.
Unfortunately they by no means insure a
happy or indeed any solution.
Attempts to solve administrative problems
in isolation from the structure of power and
purpose in the polity are bound to prove illusory. The reorganization of Congress to
create responsibility in advance of the development of party responsibility was an act of piety
to principle, of educational value; but as a
practical matter it raised a structure without
foundation. In the same way, reorganization
of the executive branch to centralize administrative power in the Presidency while political
power remains dispersed and divided may
effect improvement, but in a large sense it
must fail. The basic prerequisite to the administration of the textbooks is a responsible
two party system. The means to its attainment
are a number one problem for students of
administration. What Schattschneider calls the
struggle for party government may sometime
yield us the responsible parliamentary two
party system needed to underpin our present
administrative theory. Until that happy time,
exploration of the needs and necessities of our
present system is a high priority task of responsible scholarship.

